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CNF Amongst SA’s Largest Cybersecurity
Providers
SAN ANTONIO 8 Dec. 2017 – CNF ranked number
two overall amongst San Antonio’s largest
cybersecurity providers, moving up from number
four the previous year. Companies were ranked by
the San Antonio Business Journal (SABJ) based on
the number of local cybersecurity employees.
Closing in on the hundred marker, CNF has made
tremendous strides by more than doubling their
employee count, expanding customer presence, and
achieving above 30% growth over the last three
years. In June 2017, CNF was recognized amongst
San Antonio’s fastest growing companies during
SABJ’s Fast Track awards, and exclusively featured
in October 2017, as one of San Antonio’s longeststanding cybersecurity providers.
CNF’s CEO, Roxanne Ramirez commented, “San Antonio has long been recognized as Military City USA and
more recently, Cyber City USA. Our city is continuously and rapidly growing, especially in the cyber domain.
With well over 100 large and small cybersecurity focused companies, it is a great honor to be recognized as the
second largest local cybersecurity provider. As we continue to grow, it is vital that we maintain our employeecentric culture, providing excellent benefits, competitive salaries, and professional growth. Most importantly
ensuring that our employees never become numbers. We recruit and hire the best, respect and honor our team,
and continuously meet or exceed customer expectations.”
Over the last five years, CNF has maintained an impressive and well above industry standard retention rate at
95%. This consistency and longevity of employees ensures on-time deliverables, superior situational awareness,
and continuity of operations.
-###About CNF Technologies
CNF is a top cybersecurity provider in San Antonio Texas. Applying exceptional expertise and extensive
experience, CNF is a proven provider in developing, testing, fielding, sustaining, and employing Cyber weapon
systems and technologies for Offensive and Defensive Cyber Operations, Cybersecurity Risk Management, and
support to Law Enforcement and Counterintelligence operations. CNF’s rapid prototyping capability produces
state of art cyber defense platforms enabling efficient and all-encompassing cybersecurity for Department of
Defense (DoD) enterprises, information, and infrastructure. CNF’s CEO, Roxanne Ramirez, is dedicated to
customer mission success, employee fulfillment, and giving back to the San Antonio community.
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